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Jess Oppenheimer (1913-88), producer and head writer of 153 classic episodes of I Love Lucy, had an extensive broadcast career, beginning in Radio’s Golden Age, when he wrote for Fred Astaire, Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Al Jolson, Rudy Vallee, John Barrymore and Fanny Brice, among others. His association with Lucille Ball began in 1948, when he signed on as head writer, producer and director of her radio series, My Favorite Husband. After I Love Lucy he created and produced such TV series as Angel, Glynis (starring Glynis Johns), and The Debbie Reynolds Show. His other TV credits include The General Motors 50th Anniversary Show, Ford Star Time, The U.S. Steel Hour, Get Smart, and Bob Hope’s Chrysler Theater, as well as specials for Danny Kaye, Lucille Ball, Bob Hope, and others. He received two Emmy Awards and five Emmy nominations, a Sylvania Award, a Michael Award, the Writers’ Guild Paddy Chayefsky Laurel Award for Television Achievement, and a Distinguished Service Award from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, serving on the Academy’s Board of Governors from 1955 to 1957.
Gregg Oppenheimer began his career as an amateur humorist in 1955, after being introduced by his father to Lucille Ball on the set of *I Love Lucy*. Lucy kneeled down and asked Gregg, then four years old, “Where did you get those big brown eyes?” Gregg’s reply: “They came with the face.” After a brief stint as a rehearsal cameraman on *The Debbie Reynolds Show*, Gregg left Hollywood and attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, receiving a degree in Art and Design, and then the Boalt Hall School of Law at the University of California at Berkeley. Gregg has been a partner in the international law firm of O’Melveny and Myers since 1986. In 1996, after completing this book, Gregg decided to give up practicing law in order to pursue writing and other creative endeavors, and to spend more time with his wife, Debbie, and his ten-year-old daughter, Julie.
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My father, Jess Oppenheimer, was a consummate storyteller. Of course, many of his tales are familiar to countless millions of I Love Lucy fans all over the world. But successful as he was at writing comedy for radio and television, I think his greatest joy came from hearing friends and acquaintances laugh one at a time as he recounted his stories to them.

And he had a lot of stories to tell—everything from his first encounter with Lucille Ball and the creation of I Love Lucy to his experiences with such stars as Jack Benny, Fred Astaire, and Groucho Marx.

I loved listening to and laughing at my father’s stories as much as he enjoyed telling them—maybe more. Growing up, I heard them so many times that I knew most of them by heart. But for some reason he always resisted setting them down on paper. Finally, at age seventy-two, after years of urging by family and friends, he began writing his memoirs.

He died in 1988, before the project was completed. After his death, I took eight weeks off from my law practice to go through the six metal filing cabinets full of his notes and papers that still sat in his office in the basement of my mother’s house in Brentwood. In a file labeled “Memoirs” I found an 85-page typewritten manuscript, the beginnings of a book. I had seen an earlier version of this manuscript more than a year before, when he had given it to me to edit. That was the only time that we ever collaborated on a writing project, an experience I still cherish. But as I went through his files, I found additional passages that I had never seen
before, together with his notes for additional stories—stories that I knew well.

As I dug deeper into his files, I came up with even more treasures: his journal from his 1934 trip around the world; the text of a television comedy writing seminar he gave in 1953; a three-hour-long taped interview that he gave in 1961; the manuscript of an article he wrote about Lucy having TV’s first baby; and a one-page typewritten sheet of paper, registered with the Writers’ Guild in 1951 for $1.00, containing “an idea for a radio and/or television program incorporating characters named Lucy and Ricky Ricardo.” I made a decision then and there—someday I would finish the book my father had started.

Over the next three years I spent much of my spare time accumulating everything that I could find that my father ever wrote or recorded—every interview, every quote in a news clipping, every letter, every magazine article he authored, every radio or TV program, every script. When I decided that I had enough material, together with my memories of his stories, to begin writing in earnest, I obtained permission from my law firm to take a year’s leave to complete the project.

When I began, my primary motivation was to share with others the wonderful stories that I had enjoyed all of my life. But as I progressed, I started to see patterns and relationships that I had never noticed before. I gained insight into how my father’s experiences shaped his life and his work, and led him to be the unique and remarkable person that he was. Writing this book has been a tremendously rewarding experience for me, and I hope that reading will be an enjoyable one for you.
IT WAS A LONG BATTLE, but in the end I lost. My family exacted my solemn promise: I would write my memoir.

I had always resisted writing about my life because I didn’t feel that I was important or interesting enough for other people to sit down and read about. Besides, I didn’t really have anything in particular to say. My life offers little to inspire or teach anyone. And I certainly have no particularly strong points of view. About as controversial a position as I’ve ever taken is to support the Golden Rule—under some circumstances.

But I’ve lived through and been a part of a particularly exciting era: from the start of radio through the development and maturation (of a sort) of television. And I’ve worked with many people—everyone from Marlene Dietrich to Lucille Ball—who are of great interest to the public. So, as a reporter, rather than autobiographer, I could see my family’s rationale for wanting me to set these things down on paper.

“After all,” they kept saying, “you keep telling these stories over and over again, and people seem to enjoy them.” It sounded logical enough, but I suspected that part of their motivation was that with a book to refer people to, they would never again have to sit and listen to me.

The first thing I realized after promising to write my memoir was that I didn’t know, except in the vaguest way, what the word “memoir” meant. So I looked it up. The dictionary gave me a choice of meanings: either “a narrative composed from personal experience,” or “a biography written without special regard for completeness.”
Combining parts of both, I pieced together my own personal definition, which made it possible for me to undertake this project: Memoir: An incomplete history of episodes in my life.

A word of warning. Almost everything reminds me of a story. If I were talking to you in person (and when I write, I feel as though I am), I would digress and tell you these stories as they came to mind, which is just what I'll do as this memoir unfolds. My brain works much like a kaleidoscope. Ideas, memories, bits, pieces, stories tumble about and fall into and out of consciousness in no particular order. It is not stream of consciousness, for there is nothing nearly as organized as a stream about it. It might better be called “splash of consciousness.”

Which reminds me . . .
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ON JANUARY 19, 1953, Lucille Ball gave birth to two baby boys. One was born in the morning in Los Angeles and the other that night, three thousand miles away in New York City. If that isn’t amazing enough in itself, try this—one of the babies was conceived eight months before it was born, but the pregnancy lasted only six weeks! I’m referring, of course, to the television baby born to Lucy and Ricky Ricardo.

Of Lucy’s two sons, I’ve always felt a closer kinship with Little Ricky Ricardo. Although I can’t claim to be his father, I feel I’m responsible for his being here.

As producer and head writer of I Love Lucy, I was well acquainted with the public’s great fascination for all things “Lucy.” But I was totally unprepared for the overwhelming reaction that met the new arrivals in the Ricardo and Arnaz households. The TV birth of Little Ricky on CBS was watched by an incredible 44 million viewers—15 million more than would tune in President Eisenhower’s inauguration the next day on all three networks. And when Lucy delivered Desiderio Alberto Arnaz y de Acha IV by Caesarean section at 8:15 on that Monday morning, the news was immediately flashed over every news service. Programs were interrupted. It was announced in schools. Seven minutes after Lucy had her baby, it was announced over the radio in Japan—and in many other countries where they had never even seen I Love Lucy. Somehow, they were interested.
I wasn’t about to wait for news bulletins. I had arranged with Desi Arnaz to phone me at home from the hospital with progress reports. At 7:45 a.m., when Desi called to let me know that Lucy was about to go into the operating room, I asked him to leave the line open so I could be the first to hear the news.

As I sat there in the kitchen, waiting for word from Desi, I started thinking about how far we’d come with *I Love Lucy*, and how unbelievably lucky we’d been at every step along the way. It seemed incredible that it had only been eighteen short months since all of us had plunged headlong into the brand new business of television. We were an eager and innocent crew, embarking on a trip in a medium about which we knew nothing. None of us had any inkling of the high-flying success that lay ahead. We all were just deliriously knocking ourselves out to put the show on the air each week. What’s more, we loved the work—none of us could wait to get to the set or to the typewriter.

Luck. There was no doubt about it. The show had been singularly blessed with unbelievably good luck from the very moment of its conception. Somehow, the perfect group of special talents had just happened to be available and in the right spot at precisely the right time in history for this particular project. From the first reading of the first script, it was apparent that the kind of material that we most easily and naturally created was right on the button with the entire cast’s sense of humor, and they were able to perform it brilliantly with a minimum of effort.

From the initial performance of *I Love Lucy* before the cameras, there had been magic in the air. The audience had fallen in love at first sight, and they acted like giddy lovers, indeed. Once the spell was cast, laughing at the jokes wasn’t enough for them. They soon started laughing at the straight lines, and then at any line, as long as it came from this
particular cast. More than once I’d seen “Good morning. How are you?” knock them right into the aisles. It was the audience’s way of saying “I love you.”

Of course, the most important piece of magic was Lucy herself. Her radiant talent, her wonderful combination of beauty and clown, her sure touch for the human quality, which found recognition in every segment of the viewing audience, were the sparks that gave life to the entire series. She was truly one of a kind, and I thanked my lucky stars that our paths had crossed when they did.

That had been in the summer of 1948, when Harry Ackerman at CBS Radio asked me to write a script for the network’s new, unsponsored radio sitcom, *My Favorite Husband*, starring Lucille Ball. Upon accepting the assignment I had made what turned out to be a fortuitous decision. In *My Favorite Husband* Lucy played a “gay, sophisticated,” socialite wife of a bank vice president—quite the opposite of the character I had been writing for Fanny Brice on her *Baby Snooks* radio program. Instead of sticking to the pattern set in the previous episodes, I decided to make Lucy’s character more like Snooks—less sophisticated, more childlike and impulsive—taking Lucy and the show in a new direction, with broad, slapstick comedy. Lucy took to her new role like a fish to water. Harry signed me as the show’s head writer, producer, and director, and we were well on our way to *I Love Lucy*.

Had Harry called me at any other time during the previous five years, I would have had to say no because of my writing chores on the *Baby Snooks* program. But a salary dispute between Fanny and the network had unexpectedly forced *Baby Snooks* off the air just a few months before. So, as luck would have it, I was available when Harry’s call came.

Even Lucy’s unexpected pregnancy at the end of our first television season had been a stroke of luck, although at the
time it had seemed to spell the end of the series. I had learned of Lucy’s impending motherhood just as we were about to begin rehearsals for one of the last shows of the season. Desi had entered the soundstage and, without saying a word, he had come over, put his arm around my shoulder, and walked me off the set and over to my office so we could be alone. I could see from his expression that whatever the news, it could only be bad.

Swallowing hard, Desi said, “We just came from the doctor. Lucy’s going to have a baby.” Pleased as he and Lucy were about having another child, both of them were certain that it meant that *I Love Lucy* would have to go off the air. The cardinal rule of those who controlled the new medium of television was not to present anything that might offend anyone. The CBS censor had a list of words that could never be uttered on the air, and “pregnant” was one of them. Of course, today we can not only say the word “pregnant” on TV, but also make graphic reference to all the various organs, equipment, and procedures that contribute to that condition—or lack of it. It’s hard to imagine that simply putting a pregnant woman on television could ever have been considered daring. But in the early 1950s, the very thought of a TV show dealing with as real an idea as having a baby was simply unheard of. To Lucy and Desi, it looked as though they would have to quit TV just as they reached the top.

As the show’s head writer and producer, I was the one who had to decide how to save *I Love Lucy*. 
In “Lucy Hires an English Tutor,” we had Lucy arrange for an elocution expert (Hans Conried, center) to teach the Ricardos and the Mertzes correct English so that her baby would be raised in the proper vocal environment.

“What can we do, Jess?” Desi asked. “How long will we have to be off the air?”

Without thinking twice, I grabbed his hand and shook it.

“Congratulations,” I said. “This is wonderful! This is just what we need to give us excitement in our second season. Lucy Ricardo will have a baby, too!”

Desi was incredulous. “We can’t do that on television!” he declared. “The network and the sponsor will never let us get away with it.”

“Sure they will, if we present it properly,” I told him. “What better thing is there for married couples in the audience to identify with than having a baby?”
Lucy with my son, Gregg, and daughter, Jo, on the set of *I Love Lucy*.

Desi finally agreed that it was worth a try, and ran off to tell Lucy the news that she was going to have two babies. But as soon as the door closed behind him, I started wondering if I shouldn’t have thought twice before making that decision. The responsibility of doing a series of shows on such a delicate theme, in such an intimate medium, with a star who was actually pregnant, was staggering. And maybe Desi was right about the sponsor and the network. After all, they had
already made it clear to us that the Ricardos, though married, were not even allowed to share a double bed!

I quickly called a conference with my cowriters, Madelyn Pugh and Bob Carroll, Jr. The three of us sat in my office for hours, discussing every angle of the problem. We finally decided that although it had never been done before, we were prepared to tackle it. We felt certain that we could extract all the inherent humor from the situation while staying well within the bounds of good taste.

And now, eight months later, I was satisfied that we had succeeded in doing just that.

As I sat there still holding the phone, a sobering thought suddenly hit me. Television, still in its own infancy, was about to give birth to its first baby, and I was responsible not only for its being born, but also for the way in which it would be brought up. Of course, I was not altogether without experience on this score—my own two young children, asleep upstairs, were proof of that—but unlike what went on in the Oppenheimer household, the decisions that I made about the upbringing of Little Ricky Ricardo would be seen and judged by tens of millions of people every week.

As the minutes ticked by, my thoughts reached back to my own childhood in San Francisco, a chapter in my life that had laid the first solid brick on the road to *I Love Lucy*. Of one thing I was sure—the childhood that I would write for Little Ricky would be very different from mine.
I AM FIRMLY CONVINCED that having some kind of serious maladjustment in childhood that gives you an offbeat slant on life is one of the most important prerequisites for a comedy writer. If you are completely integrated, well-adjusted and happy—if you accept the commonplace as commonplace—then there’s simply nothing funny in it. On the other hand, I can tell you, based on my own experience, that if you can’t quite conform, if you don’t feel exactly the way everyone else feels, then everything that other people do can take on a sort of ridiculousness.

Equipped with the requisite offbeat point of view, a comedy writer can find humor even in the unlikeliest of situations. My favorite example involved Lester White, a veteran comedy writer for Bob Hope and others, who died of cancer a few years ago at Cedars-Sinai Hospital in Los Angeles. After lengthy treatment, Lester’s doctor finally visited him in his room one day and gave him the grim prognosis: the doctor could not predict how long Lester had to live—he could go at any moment.

“T’m sorry Les,” the doctor concluded. “All we can do is try to make you as comfortable as possible for your remaining time.”

After the doctor left, as Lester sat in his room contemplating his fate, a nurse entered to take his vital signs. This particular nurse happened to be extremely heavy; she must have weighed at least three hundred pounds. Lester just stared at her as she moved around the room, busying herself with taking his temperature, checking his blood pressure, refilling his pitcher of ice water, and fluffing his
pillow. Her chores done, she stood at the foot of the bed and addressed Lester. “Is there anything else I can do for you, Mr. White?”

Lester looked at the enormously fat nurse standing before him and said, “For God’s sake—don’t sing.”

[Remainder of Chapter 2 omitted from free excerpt]
[Chapters 3 to 12 omitted from free excerpt]
The Ideal Cast

As wonderful as the entire cast was, *I Love Lucy* was without question a “star” piece. The entire project rode on the radiant talent of one woman. The Lucille Ball of the 1950s was an incredible, stunning performer. In every sense, she was a star. Remove any other actor from the project and it would be diminished. Take away Lucille Ball, and it would be demolished. In fact, to my mind no combination of the supporting players could sustain interest on the screen without Lucy, unless they were talking about her.

Most comedy writers consider themselves lucky if a star realizes 60 percent of the values they’ve written into a script. Lucy, somehow, returned about 125 percent. Unexpected qualities appeared out of nowhere. Little, human, ordinary, recognizable values. Inflections that were exactly the way your sister or your mother, or the lady bus driver used to sound. She was everywoman. Ask her to be a tough showgirl and you got back a broad who simply could not look and move like that unless she’d been pumping out bumps and grinds in a burlesque house for twenty years. Ask her for royalty and she became a queen. And she kept astounding us that way every week.

The audience never had the feeling that they were watching her act. She simply *was* Lucy Ricardo. And if you looked carefully, you would marvel that every fiber in the woman’s body was contributing to the illusion. Did Ricky catch her in a lie? She wouldn’t be just a voice denying it. Her stance would be a liar’s stance. Defensive. There would be a telltale picking at a cuticle, or a slight, nervous jerking of an
elbow, or a finger brushed against an upper lip, which is the first place you feel the perspiration of anxiety. Her hands, her feet, her knees, every cell would be doing the right thing. This was an exceptionally talented young lady, and I don’t know enough superlatives to do her justice.

People used to ask me whether Lucille Ball was funny in real life. And I had to tell them no, not funny in the way that Lucy Ricardo was. But she could come up with things that were remarkable in their ability to evoke laughs. I never heard her suggest any dialogue—she wasn’t a writer, as such. But within her character, she had the ability to throw in little universally humorous things.

We could put down a line that said “Lucy gets up in the morning, she’s terribly tired and goes into the kitchen, barely able to feel her way around because she can’t get her eyes open, and makes a cup of coffee.” That’s all it would say on the paper. But it would be seven hilarious minutes on the air, because she just had this incredible talent for making people say, “Oh my God, that’s just the way I look in the morning.” It was difficult, after watching her turn a routine transitory scene into a comedy gem, to keep from thinking what a great writer you were.

She also had a marvelous sense of what would work and what wouldn’t. If she felt a scene wasn’t exactly right—even if she couldn’t articulate exactly what was wrong with it—we’d take another look at it. After a closer inspection, we would usually discover that she was right and we would rework the scene.

One of the many unexpected benefits of our three-camera technique was that over four days of rehearsal, a lot of good material would get developed. In a single camera situation, you have maybe one day of rehearsal, and then you film it, out of sequence, over the next few days. If you think of something on the third day of shooting on a one-camera show, even if it’s a sensational idea, you can’t use it because it affects something that you already shot on the first day of filming. But on I Love Lucy, where we didn’t shoot it until the very last evening, if someone thought of something
during rehearsals we’d just make the necessary changes elsewhere in the script. This gave us tremendous flexibility.

Take the famous “grape-stomping” scene in “Lucy’s Italian Movie.” The original script read this way:

The woman walks toward the big vat, and Lucy stands there a minute, and the woman looks around and indicates to her to come on, so Lucy follows her.

WOMAN 1. (Italian.) Come on—let’s get to work.

SUBTITLE. Come on—get the lead out.

Lucy follows her into the vat. The woman climbs in and starts stomping on the grapes. Lucy looks over the edge and sees what she’s doing, and looks squeamish. The woman indicates with a wave of her arm to come on. Lucy cautiously climbs in and gingerly puts her foot on the grapes. Her face reflects that this is a very weird sensation. The Italian woman is stomping vigorously, and Lucy looks like she’s walking on eggs.

The woman reacts to Lucy’s delicate air, stops, and illustrates for Lucy by stomping hard. Lucy, getting the idea, goes at it with fuller enthusiasm, like a runner running in place, shaking every muscle. She begins to enjoy this, and starts running around the vat, then tries trick steps, like a ballet dancer, and perhaps like a person with one leg shorter than the other, etc.

Lucy reaches up to check her earring, which is loose, tightens it, then checks the other ear, and finds that her earring is missing. She looks alarmed and realizes it is down in the grapes. She starts feeling around with one foot, trying to find the earring.

The other woman notices that she isn’t working, comes over, nudges her and indicates that she should keep stomping.

WOMAN 1. (Italian.) Come on—get to work.

SUBTITLE. Quit goofing off.

The woman starts stomping to show Lucy, suddenly gets a pained expression as she steps on the earring. She hops up and down holding her foot.

Lucy quickly takes off the other earring and throws it away. She starts stomping away as we fade out.

The funniest part of that entire episode—Lucy’s riotous fight with the other woman in the grape vat—wasn’t in the original script. It was developed on the set during rehearsals,
with our director for that season, Jim Kern. I can’t remember exactly when or how it was added. It may have been that they called us down to the set because they felt it needed more—that it just didn’t build up to a big enough height. Or they may have just improvised on their own. They were absolutely free to do whatever they wanted, and when I came down to the stage, if I agreed, it would stay in. If I didn’t agree, we would have a long discussion about it.

The only real problem we had with adding the fight to the vineyard scene was that Lucy kept getting her hair under the water in the grape vat. Because she colored it so much, the prop and makeup people had to find something that wasn’t going to leave her with purple hair. They finally came up with a food coloring at the very last minute.

Lucy always did every stunt that we wrote for her, usually without question. Occasionally, though, this took some convincing. In my favorite *I Love Lucy* episode, “L.A. at Last,” when William Holden visits the Ricardos’ hotel room with Ricky, an embarrassed Lucy disguises herself with kerchief, glasses, and a long putty nose. According to the script, as Holden lit her cigarette, the end of Lucy’s nose would go up in flames.

It took me all week to convince Lucy that her real nose wouldn’t catch on fire. Our makeup man, Hal King, used a putty nose that wouldn’t burn and placed a candlewick in it, just to ensure her safety. Still, Lucy was extremely nervous about it all through the rehearsal and during the final shooting, and we all held our breath until the scene was over and in the can.
The funniest part of “Lucy’s Italian Movie”—Lucy’s riotous fight with the other woman in the grape vat—wasn’t even in the original script.

When her putty nose caught fire, the script called for her to remove it and dunk it in her cup of coffee. Lucy ad-libbed and picked up the cup with both hands, dunking the end of her putty nose while it was still attached. It was an inspired moment, entirely hers.
(Above) Karl Freund and I watch makeup man Hal King as he gives Lucy a special putty nose designed to catch fire when William Holden lights Lucy's cigarette in “L.A. at Last” (below).
They were absolutely free to do whatever they wanted, and when I came down to the stage, if I agreed, it would stay in. If I didn’t agree, we would have a long discussion about it.

Some of the stunts posed big technical problems for us. “The Great Train Robbery” episode, in which Lucy repeatedly brings the train to a screeching halt by pulling the emergency brake, was one of the most challenging shows to produce. You’ve probably seen movies or television programs in which there is supposed to be a sudden stopping of a train, simulated by shaking the camera. In this episode we actually constructed the set—representing the entire interior of a Pullman car from one end to the other—and mounted it on
huge springs. At the appropriate moment a large, coiled spring was released, and its power shot the entire set forward about four feet, literally driving the actors to their knees.

In “The Great Train Robbery,” we actually mounted the entire Pullman car set on huge springs, which we released whenever Lucy pulled the emergency brake.

For the final scene of “Ricky’s ‘Life’ Story,” we put Lucy in a harness and suspended her above the set during Ricky’s musical number. She didn’t tell us until afterwards, but early in her movie career she had been in a similar harness and had fallen thirty feet to the ground when it failed. The impact
broke several vertebrae in her back. Lucy was scared to death of the harness because of what had happened to her before, but she never said a word about it. During dinner, about an hour and a half before we shot the show, she was so overcome by the tension that she actually passed out cold. Even then, she didn’t quit. She revived and gave a great performance, stunt and all. And nobody in the audience ever knew what she had gone through.

Lucille Ball was about as different from Lucy Ricardo as anyone could possibly be. To me, Lucy Ricardo represents the childish factor still a part of every adult. Most people who get into a frustrating situation may have a flash thought of some impulsive act that would be a gratifying way of coping with the situation. But they quickly put it out of their minds, the way responsible, inhibited adults are supposed to. For Lucy Ricardo, however, the impulsive thought invariably becomes the course of action. In identifying with her, the audience can vicariously enjoy exercising their own childish impulses, petty curiosities, and foolhardy but self-gratifying escapades.

Lucille Ball, on the other hand, was a hard-nosed and dedicated professional. There was only one thing that she and her TV character had in common—an overactive imagination, which sometimes got her into embarrassing situations.

Once, when we were doing the radio series, Gale Gordon didn’t show up on time for rehearsal. After several people had remarked on his absence, Lucy sadly announced to the cast and crew that Gale had had a heart attack the night before. We all just sat there in shock at the news, unable to speak.
Suspended above the stage, Lucy strikes a playful pose just before filming a scene in “The Star Upstairs.”

Suddenly, in walked Gale Gordon. “I’m terribly sorry for being so late,” he explained, “but I was stuck in an awful traffic jam on Sunset Boulevard.”

All eyes turned to Lucy.

“Well,” she said sheepishly, “he did come over to our table at Chasen’s last night and say he wasn’t feeling well.”

• • •
Even though the entire world loved Lucy, everyone on *I Love Lucy* didn’t love everyone else. For one thing, Vivian Vance couldn’t stomach Bill Frawley. Actually, they got along quite well at first. But before long Viv became upset at the fact that people so readily accepted her lovely young self as the wife of “that old man,” as she called him. Though her believability in the role was actually a testament to her talent, she felt deeply insulted, thinking she would be better cast as Bill Frawley’s daughter.

When Bill got wind of her complaints, he was offended, and retaliated by suggesting lines for himself that characterized Ethel as having a “figure like a sack full of doorknobs” or some other of a long list of tried and true, if unoriginal, insults. I had to be called down to the set many times to settle arguments between the two of them. Usually it was because Viv had suggested some script changes or additional bits of business. Because it was Viv who had done the suggesting, Bill would flatly refuse to cooperate, often retreating to his dressing room in a pout. But underneath his gruff exterior, Bill was really a teddy bear, and he and I had a good relationship. I would listen to his complaints and then ask him to “do it for me.” He would usually agree, but he always took pains to remind me “I’ll do it for you, but not for that bitch.”

We were careful to make the Mertzes like the Ricardos in some ways, yet very different in others. Lucy and Ricky were comparative newlyweds—married perhaps eleven years, and still having a relatively starry-eyed love affair. Fred and Ethel, while still in love, had been married a long time and knew each other backward and forward, and they didn’t much like the view from either direction.
Even though the entire world loved Lucy, everyone on *I Love Lucy* didn’t love everyone else.

When we cast Bill Frawley and Vivian Vance as the Mertzes, we knew only of Frawley’s work as a character actor in films, and of Vance’s fine performance as the lead in *Voice of the Turtle*, a straight drama. A few weeks after we started production, we had a story idea that depended on Bill and Vivian being able to sing and dance a little. I went down to the stage where they were rehearsing and sheepishly asked them if they thought they could handle it. With our luck, I shouldn’t have worried. To my delight (and embarrassment for even having to ask such a question), they informed me that they each had had an illustrious career in the musical theater. So a whole, unexpected, wonderful new area fell into our laps as a gift.
Another important stroke of luck for the show was Desi Arnaz. When we started *I Love Lucy*, I thought of Desi as a big question mark. Neither he nor anyone else knew whether he could really do this kind of thing at all. But Desi was a quick study, and considerably brighter than many people gave him credit for. He was conscientious and worked extremely hard to prove his doubters wrong. In the end, to everyone’s delight, Desi proved himself to be a skillful farceur and a fine actor, providing Lucy with a charming foil and giving the show an added dimension.

Desi was also a shrewd businessman, as he proved to CBS on more than one occasion. Technical matters, however, were not his forte. I remember one Tuesday morning when he came into my office complaining that we weren’t leaving enough blank space on the screen around the show’s credits, with the result that one or two letters were being cut off of some of the names.

“I didn’t notice anything wrong on last night’s show,” I told him. “Your new TV set must need adjusting.”

“There’s nothing wrong with my TV set,” Desi insisted. “I tell you it’s the prints that we’re sending to the network.”

To calm him down, I finally had to promise him that I’d check with the film lab. But after he went back down to rehearsals, I asked one of our technicians to go out to Lucy and Desi’s ranch in Chatsworth and check out their brand-new TV. Sure enough, that’s where the problem was. The technician made a few simple adjustments and then returned to the studio. Desi never even knew that he’d been there.

The following Tuesday morning, Desi was back in my office again. “I just wanted to let you know that the film lab fixed the problem,” he said, smiling. “The credits on last night’s show looked perfect.” I told him I was glad the problem had been solved. Just as he was leaving, Desi turned back to me and added, “I told you there was nothing wrong with my TV set.”

Desi had a lot of obstacles to overcome. He was painfully aware that CBS hadn’t even wanted him on the show in the first place and had only reluctantly agreed when it became
clear that they might lose Lucy to another network. And CBS was not alone in its opinion of Desi. When the original pilot film was sent back to New York, Milton Biow screened it for his good friends Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II. After the screening was over, Hammerstein reportedly turned to Biow and delivered a one-line assessment of the show: “Keep the redhead, but ditch the Cuban.”

“He’s her husband,” Biow quickly explained. “It’s a package deal. To get her, we have to take him.”

“Well, then for God’s sake don’t let him sing,” Hammerstein replied. “No one will understand him.”

So Biow added a clause to his contract with Desilu to insure that Desi’s vocals would be kept to a minimum. “It is agreed,” the clause declared, “that in each program the major emphasis shall be placed on the basic situations arising out of the fictional marriage of [Lucy and Ricky Ricardo], and that the orchestra will furnish only incidental or background music except where an occasional script shall require a vocal number by Desi Arnaz as part of the story line.”

Because of that clause, we made it a point during the first year to make any song by Desi an important part of the story. For example, Desi would be singing, and Lucy would be trying to break into the act during the song. But after the show got to be number one, Desi demanded that the contract be revised to ease the restriction. By that time both Biow and Philip Morris wanted the show so badly that neither was about to buck him.

Just as we had done with Lucy’s radio husband, we took pains to humanize the character of Ricky Ricardo by bringing him down in earning power so the average person could identify with his problems. The “Tropicana” nightclub where Ricky Ricardo worked was a far cry from the Copacabana. Instead, we made it kind of a middle-class tourist trap patronized mostly by out-of-towners and conventioneers.

There were actually a lot more jokes involving Ricky’s botched pronunciation than ended up on the screen. Seven or eight times a week he would say something during rehearsal that came out funny because of his accent, and the
people on the set would throw it in. Desi was an awfully good sport to go along with this, but I had to take most of them out. I felt that the audience would get sick of “accent” jokes if we did them all the time.

Desi’s accent wasn’t the only aspect of his Cuban background that had an effect on the show. His Latin American upbringing influenced the story lines, as well. For instance, we could do stories all day long about Ricky being unfaithful to Lucy (or at least about her thinking that he was being unfaithful), but to do a story about Lucy’s infidelity was quite another thing altogether, because in the Cuban culture in which Desi had been raised, it was accepted that no woman would ever dare to be unfaithful to a man.

If Desi didn’t like something, we’d change it, because if he didn’t like a piece of material, he was simply incapable of performing it. Sometimes it was just that he didn’t understand certain things that were part of our American culture. We wrote one script, “Lucy Tells the Truth,” in which Ricky bets Lucy a hundred dollars that she can’t go for twenty-four hours without fibbing. The entire second half of the episode consisted of an unexpected visit to the Ricardos by an auditor from the Internal Revenue Service. Much to Ricky’s dismay, Lucy answers all of the taxman’s questions with the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth—revealing that Ricky had “fudged” on some income tax deductions for which he no longer had receipts. If this plotline doesn’t sound familiar, that’s because it never made it on the air. After the first read-through by the cast, Desi flatly refused to do it, maintaining that Ricky Ricardo would never attempt to cheat the United States government in this way. A short but lively discussion ensued, but there was no changing Desi’s mind. In a matter of hours we came up with an entirely new second act in which Lucy’s fibs unwittingly land her a job as a knife thrower’s assistant (and target).

Desi and Lucy were diametrically different kinds of performers. Each Monday morning we would assemble for a first reading of that week’s script. This was usually the first time Lucy or anyone else in the cast had laid eyes on it. Desi
was always much better than Lucy at these first read-throughs. He would understand the material as soon as he saw it, and give a good reading the first time through. His performance would be exactly the same, never any better or any worse, four days later.

Lucy, in contrast, was the kind of performer who needed a lot of rehearsal. If you sat in on one of our Monday morning sessions and then were asked to give your assessment, you probably would have said, “The story is fine, the dialogue is excellent, most of the cast is great, but get rid of the redhead. She doesn’t know what the hell she’s doing.”

Lucy didn’t know what the hell she was doing—at the first reading. But after stumbling through that first reading, she would take the material to the mat. She fought with it, examined it, internalized it, and when it reappeared, she owned it. Her performance would improve more and more as each day went by. And if she got enough rehearsal time there were just no heights she couldn’t reach.

As running Desilu started to take more of Desi’s time, he would continually be leaving rehearsals to go to a meeting or something. Many times Lucy would see him starting to leave and protest, “But Desi, we need the rehearsal!” Desi would look at her with a puzzled expression and say, “What are you talking about? We know the words!” He never could quite understand what was going on inside of Lucy’s head.

For Lucy, who was basically unhappy, the only release she had was in her work. That was the only time I ever saw her really enjoy herself. Except at parties. She was a great partygoer. Lucy liked nothing better than to be at a party, playing a game of some kind. But she had an unhappy home life with Desi, and she was anxious to get away from it. She would come in and would want to work, work, work, rehearse, rehearse, rehearse, day in and day out. This helped the show tremendously, but it was a tragic situation for her personally.

The signs of the eventual bust-up of their marriage were visible even in the early days of I Love Lucy. It was clear that something was wrong. Desi had his thirty-eight-foot power
cruiser, which Lucy didn't like at all. After we would finish filming a show, Desi would go down to his boat at Corona del Mar with his drinking and card-playing buddies, and Lucy would go back to the ranch. Unless they had something to do together for publicity, they wouldn't see each other again until the following week when they both arrived on the set for the first read-through.

Their domestic difficulties were already there before *I Love Lucy*, of course, but the problems just increased geometrically with the tremendous success and popularity of the show. It would have been tough enough for Lucy and Desi to adjust to all of the sudden money and acclaim even if they had had nothing else bothering them. But with all of these other things on their minds it placed an incredible strain on their marriage.

It was just destined not to work. Lucy needed to be dominated, and Desi wasn't happy in a relationship where his wife had a more powerful reputation than he did. He was deeply hurt by all the publicity that said that the success of the show was entirely due to her artistry.

A couple of months after *I Love Lucy* went on the air, Lucy came storming into my office. “That’s it!” she yelled. “The series is over. Desi can go to hell. I’m not going to work with him anymore.”

It took me a long time to calm her down. At least one source of the problems between them was easy to understand. Lucy had always been a bigger star than Desi, but at least they had been in different parts of the entertainment industry. Now they were both in the same show. With Lucy getting all of the acting acclaim and the production credit going to me, he really didn’t have much to hang on to. And Lucy’s relationship with him was clearly suffering as a result. I managed to quietly patch things up between them, but it was clear to me that the problem was not going to go away.

Lucy, in interviews, had long been giving Desi as much credit as she could for the success of the show. Shortly after the first of the year, she decided to take more concrete steps...
to balance their relative standings in the public eye. At rehearsal one day she took Al Simon aside and asked him to do her a personal favor. “I’d appreciate it,” she told Al, “if you’d suggest to Desi that he be executive producer of *I Love Lucy.*”

In a matter of hours we had to come up with a new second act, in which Lucy’s fibs land her a job as a knife thrower’s assistant—and target. (The original, rejected script is reproduced in Appendix B.)
There was a lot of clowning around on the set. Whenever the script called for a fake mustache, beard, toupee, or wig, somebody always wanted to see how it would look on me.
Not too long after that, Desi came to see me in my office. “Jess,” he said, “you and I know that after this show goes off the air I’m not going to get a lot of other acting jobs. What I really want to do is produce, but I need to build a reputation as a producer. How would you feel about letting me take ‘executive producer’ credit on the show?”

Up to that point all of the important decisions on the show had been reached by consensus, after extensive consultations with Desi and everyone else concerned. But I had made it clear from the outset that if I was going to be the producer, I would have to have ultimate control of all of the
show’s creative elements. My contract spelled that out. Even Desi could not override my decisions—only Lucy had that kind of veto power. If Desi took the title of “executive producer,” I wondered, wouldn’t that cause confusion about my authority as producer of the show?

I had made it clear that if I was going to be the producer of I Love Lucy, I would have to have ultimate control of the show’s creative elements. According to my contract, even Desi could not override my decisions—only Lucy had that kind of veto power.

In addition, Desi was not the only one wanting to build a reputation as a TV producer. This was my first, and so far quite successful, producing venture in the new medium. I was concerned that adding an “Executive Producer” credit might convey the impression that Desi, rather than I, had overall control of the show’s artistic elements.
I suggested naming Desi as “Executive in Charge of Production” or “Co-Producer,” but he wasn’t interested in either of those titles. After a long discussion without reaching an acceptable arrangement, we finally agreed to discuss it again after we had both had more time to think about it.

• • •

A few days later, at the home of a friend, I was introduced to someone as the producer of I Love Lucy. After telling me how pleased she was to meet me and how much she enjoyed the show, this person said she had a question for me. “I Love Lucy is only a half hour a week,” she observed. “What do you do during the rest of the week?”

Hard as it may be for today’s sophisticated viewers to believe, some people in those early days of television actually thought that everything they saw on the tube was real. They assumed that each week we just filmed whatever happened to be going on at the time in the Ricardo apartment.

I had no trouble at all finding things to do during “the rest of the week.” I figured out once that I was always working on something like thirteen episodes at the same time. In addition to the one we were rehearsing, there would be the show the three of us would start writing that week, the show already in rewrite by me, another show that had been shot the week before, another one in mimeograph, another one in the first editing stages, still another in final stages, and so on. For upcoming shows I held production meetings for things such as casting, costumes, sets, and props. On shows that had already been filmed there were meetings on editing, music, dubbing, publicity, you name it. Right on through to the answer print, people were continually coming to me and asking me detailed questions about this show or that. “In the rough cut of show number seventeen, in the opening scene,” someone would say, “there’s a close-up of Desi at the telephone, and you told me you wanted to use a two-shot of Lucy and Desi, but we can’t use that angle because the boom wasn’t clear.” Somehow, I would always
know exactly what they were talking about. Through some quirk of my brain, I could remember every bit of the footage on all of the shows. Automatically. That part was easy. The hard part was being responsible for actually putting all of these shows together, and for coming up with a new story with Bob and Madelyn every single week.
[Chapters 14 through 16 omitted from free excerpt]
Appendix A

A Character Is Born

Jess Oppenheimer’s first script for Lucille Ball—My Favorite Husband, broadcast live on October 2, 1948, on the CBS Radio Network. This program is discussed in chapter 10 (page 145) and can be heard by visiting www.lucynet.com/audio
Laughs, Luck…and Lucy

[Appendix A omitted from free excerpt]
Appendix B

The Unperformed I Love Lucy

Original, unperformed script for act 2 of I Love Lucy #72 (“Lucy Tells the Truth”), written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis, and Bob Carroll, Jr. This script, discussed in chapter 13 (page 220), is the only I Love Lucy script that Lucy or Desi ever refused to perform.

---

I LOVE LUCY - SHOW NO. 71

(Lucy Tells the Truth)

Filmed:
Released:

CAST

LUCY.............Lucille Ball
RICKY.............Desi Arnaz
ETHEL.............Vivian Vance
FRED.............William Frawley

CAROLYN........
HARRIET.........., MR. MILLER.....
MAN.............
BABY.............
MESSENGER.......
[Appendix B omitted from free excerpt]
Appendix C

“The Freezer”

Script for *I Love Lucy* #29 (“The Freezer”), written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis, and Bob Carroll, Jr. First broadcast April 28, 1952, on the CBS Television Network. The writing of this script is discussed in chapter 14 (page 232).
Laughs, Luck…and Lucy

[Appendix C omitted from free excerpt]
Appendix D

Vitameatavegamin

Script for Lucy’s fourth reading of the “Vitameatavegamin” commercial in I Love Lucy #30 (“Lucy Does a TV Commercial”), written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis, and Bob Carroll, Jr. First broadcast May 5, 1952, on the CBS Television Network. Lucy’s “rearrangement” of this material during her performance is discussed in chapter 16 (page 260).
JOE. Say Ross, the audio man wants to get a level on her.
DIRECTOR. Miss McGillicuddy.
LUCY. Huh?
DIRECTOR. Do you mind doing it again?
LUCY. It's perfectly all right.
DIRECTOR. Okay in the control room?
VOICE. Go ahead.
DIRECTOR. Now we're going to time it this time. All right, Miss McGillicuddy, go.
LUCY. You know you're awfully nice.
DIRECTOR. Thank you. Would you go ahead, please?
LUCY. Well—I'm your Vita—veeda—vigee—vat girl. Are you tired, run down, listless? Do you pop out at parties — are you unpopoolar? Well, are you? The answer to alllll your problems is in this li'l ole bottle. Vita-meeta—vegamin. (She looks real pleased with herself for getting it right.) Contains vitamins, meat, metagable, and vinerals. With—(She looks at the bottle.) Vitameatavegamin you can spoon your way to health. All you do is take one of these full—vita meedy mega meenie moe a mis (She holds up the spoon.) ... after every meal. (She has a lot of difficulty getting the spoon under the neck of the bottle, keeps pouring so that it doesn't hit the spoon but goes on the table. Finally, she puts the spoon down on the table, takes the bottle with both hands and pours it into the spoon. She puts the bottle down, looks at the spoon to see that it's full, beams back at the audience, turns back to the table, picks up the bottle and drinks out of it. As she puts the bottle down, she notices the spoon again, picks it up and puts it in her mouth. She forgets to take it out.) (With spoon in her mouth.) It tastes like candy. (She takes the spoon out of her mouth. By now, she is leaning, practically sitting on the table.) So why don't you join the thousands of happy, peppy, people and get a great big bottle of... (She opens her mouth but realizes that she'd better not try it again. Holds up the bottle.) This stuff.
Appendix E

Compact Disc Contents

1. A Character Is Born
Episode 11 of My Favorite Husband (“Young Matrons League Tryouts”), starring Lucille Ball as Liz Cugat, with Richard Denning as George Cugat, Ruth Perrot as Katy, the Maid, John Hiestand as Corey Cartwright, Bea Benaderet as Mrs. Wirtingill, and Hans Conried as Dr. Schweinkampf. Broadcast live on October 2, 1948, on the CBS Radio Network. Written by Jess Oppenheimer. Produced and directed by Gordon T. Hughes. Appendix C is the script of this episode, Jess Oppenheimer’s first script for Lucille Ball, discussed in Chapter 10 – “My Favorite Comedienne”.

2. Lucy Meets Gale Gordon
Excerpt from episode 26 of My Favorite Husband (“Valentine’s Day”), starring Lucille Ball as Liz Cooper, with Richard Denning as George Cooper, Hans Conried as Mr. Dabney, the butcher, and Gale Gordon (in his first appearance on the series) as Judge Skinner. Broadcast live, February 11, 1949, on the CBS Radio Network. Written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis, and Bob Carroll, Jr. Produced and directed by Jess Oppenheimer. Discussed in chapter 10 – “My Favorite Comedienne”.

Appendix E: Audio Material
3. **The Driver’s License**  
Excerpt from episode 51 of *My Favorite Husband*  
(“Reminiscing”), starring Lucille Ball as Liz Cooper, with Richard Denning as George Cooper, and Frank Nelson as the Driver’s License Clerk. Broadcast July 1, 1949, on the CBS Radio Network. Written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis and Bob Carroll, Jr. Produced and directed by Jess Oppenheimer.

4. **The Home Economics Lesson**  

5. **Lucy Promotes Desi**  
Closing credits from episode 115 of *My Favorite Husband*. Broadcast January 20, 1951, on the CBS Radio Network, with Lucy interrupting announcer Bob LeMond to promote the debut the following day of Desi’s new CBS Radio program, *Your Tropical Trip*, which is discussed in chapter 11 – “The TV Audition” (page 170).

6. **My Favorite Husband Outtakes**  
Recorded before a studio audience at CBS Columbia Square in Hollywood in early 1951. Voices heard include those of Bob LeMond, Lucille Ball, Richard Denning, and Jess Oppenheimer (speaking from the control booth). Never broadcast. **Appendix F** is a transcript of this audio.
7. Lucy Says Good-bye
Closing credits from the final episode of *My Favorite Husband*, broadcast March 31, 1951, on the CBS Radio Network, with Lucy’s tearful good-bye to the audience, cast, and crew, discussed in chapter 11 – “The TV Audition”

8. The Restaurant Scene — Radio Version
Excerpt from episode 50 of *My Favorite Husband* (“Liz Changes Her Mind”), starring Lucille Ball as Liz Cooper, with Richard Denning as George Cooper, Gale Gordon as his boss, Rudolph Atterbury, Bea Benaderet as Iris Atterbury, and Frank Nelson as the waiter. Broadcast June 24, 1949, on the CBS Radio Network. Written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis, and Bob Carroll, Jr. Produced and directed by Jess Oppenheimer. Discussed in Chapter 14 – “Anatomy of a Lucy Script”

9. The Restaurant Scene — TV Version

10. Vitameatavegamin
Excerpt from Episode 30 of *I Love Lucy* (“Lucy Does a T.V. Commercial”), featuring the voices of Lucille Ball, Ross Elliot, Jerry Hausner, and Jess Oppenheimer (speaking from the control booth). Broadcast May 5, 1952, on the CBS Television Network. Written by Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh Davis, and Bob Carroll, Jr. Produced by Jess Oppenheimer. Directed by Marc Daniels. Appendix D is the script of this scene, discussed in chapter 16 – “Lucy Is “Enceinte”
11. The Sales Pitch — Radio Version

12. The Sales Pitch — TV Version

13. *I Love Lucy* “Lost Scenes”
Discussed in chapter 16 — “Lucy Is Enceinte”. New opening “flashback” scenes filmed for second season network rebroadcasts of first season episodes, necessitated because of the shortened shooting schedule due to Lucy’s unexpected pregnancy. Featuring the voices of Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, Vivian Vance, and William Frawley. After these initial rebroadcasts, these “flashback” scenes were cut from CBS’s film prints and were lost for decades, until their rediscovery by Gregg Oppenheimer:

(a) **Lost Scene #1**: opening scene from the CBS Television Network rebroadcast of episode 5 of *I Love Lucy* ("The Quiz Show") (the first-ever nationally-broadcast rerun of *I Love Lucy*), on October 20, 1952;

(b) **Lost Scene #2**: opening scene from the CBS Television Network rebroadcast of episode 4 of *I Love Lucy* ("The Diet"), on February 9, 1953; and
(c) **Lost Scene #3:** opening scene from the CBS Television Network rebroadcast of episode 91 of *I Love Lucy* (“The Club Dance”), on December 26, 1955.
My Favorite Husband Outtakes (1951)

The following is a transcript of track 6 on the included CD, recorded before a studio audience at CBS Columbia Square in Hollywood in early 1951. Participants include Bob LeMond, Lucille Ball, Richard Denning, and director Jess Oppenheimer (speaking from the control booth).

Note: Lucille Ball’s mother, DeDe, regularly attended performances of My Favorite Husband at CBS Columbia Square in Hollywood. Lucy always called out a greeting to her mom from behind the microphone just moments before the show’s announcer, Bob LeMond, began each broadcast.

LEMOND. It’s time for My Favorite Husband starring Lucille Ball.

LUCY. Jell-O everybody! (Opening theme.)

LEMOND. Yes, it’s the gay family series starring Lucille Ball, with Richard Denning, transcribed and brought to you by the Jell-O family of red-letter desserts. (Jell-O Jingle.)

LEMOND. And now Lucille Ball with Richard Denning as Liz . . .

OPPENHEIMER. (From booth.) Hold it please.

LEMOND. . . . and George Cooper. . . . What’s the matter? Don’t you like my work?

OPPENHEIMER. The guy taping stuff over at Recorders forgot to reset the machines again. Everybody tell jokes to each other.

LUCY. (Laughs.)

LEMOND. (To studio audience.) Oh, I’ll, uh . . . I’ll explain this to you.
LUCY. *(Laughs.)* Hello, Mother. Hello, Mother.

VOICE. From the top.

LUCY. I didn’t get a chance. That’s what they get for rushing.

OPPENHEIMER. We’re having a little trouble with Radio Recorders.

DENNING. *(Laughs.)*

LEMOND. What do you want to do? Want to play music a while?

OPPENHEIMER. Why don’t you do a striptease, Bob.

LEMOND. *(Laughs.)* Well . . .

LUCY. Is it gonna be that long? *(Audience laughter.)*

LEMOND. Let’s introduce some more people. That voice you hear back there, the one in the middle, “Curly” . . . *(Audience laughter.)* . . . that’s our producer and director and writer of the show. He writes the show along with the two people sitting up in the top there, Madelyn Pugh and Bob Carroll, Jr. Right in here is Jess Oppenheimer. How about a hand for all of them. *(Applause.)*

OPPENHEIMER. System in fifteen, Bob.

LEMOND. This is CBS, the Columbia Broadcasting System.
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“Lucy Hires an English Tutor,” 6; in “Lucy is Enceinte,” 207-8, 210; on “Lucy Learns to Drive” set, 167; in “Lucy Thinks Ricky is Trying to Murder Her,” 152; in “No Children Allowed,” 152; at parties, 203, 213, 214; in pilot episode, 137, 141; pregnancy issue and, 5-6, 198; salary of, 143; on “The Saxophone” set, 203; script refused by, 173-74, 249-57; singing by, 172-73; son born to, 3, 210-11; Stage 2 and, 147; theme song and, 139; trophy presented by, 192, 193; 20 percent interest issue and, 148; Vance and, 149; vaudeville act of, 132-33, 136; Your Tropical Trip and, 134
Arnaz, Desi, IV, 3, 210-11
Asher, Bill, 187, 208
Astaire, Fred, 40-41, 88-91, 92, 98
Astaire Packard Hour. See Packard Hour (radio program)
Astor, Mary, 102
AT&T (firm), 161

Baby Snooks (radio program): discontinuation of, 113, 114; with Brice in title role, 112; genius of Brice, in, 112; Hausner and, 131; My Favorite Husband and, 4-5, 115; restaurant scene in, 32-33;spanking episode in, 111
Bachelor’s Baby, The (play), 63-64
Ball, Lucille: in “Be a Pal,” 151; Benny and, 127; caricature of, 154; clowning by, 176; commercials and, 126, 127, 205-7, 209; in conference, 153, 167; contract negotiations of, 134, 140; on “The Courtroom” set (1955 repeat opening), 176; M. Daniels and, 188; Devlin and, 200; at Emmy Awards banquet, 190; executive producer issue and, 175, 192, 194-95; on “Face to Face” set (“The Ricardos Are Interviewed”), 215; first rerun and, 201, 202; Freund shots of, 145, 159; in “The Freezer,” 277; in “The Great Train Robbery,” 168-70; Hollywood Reporter on, 132, 161-62, 194; kiss given by, 215; in “L.A. at Last,” 127, 165, 168, 212; lighting for, 151; in “Lucy Changes Her Mind,” 181, 277; in “Lucy Does a TV Commercial” (Vitameatavegamin), 205, 207, 209; in “Lucy Has Her Eyes Examined,” 205, 206; in “Lucy Hires an English
Tutor,” 6; in “Lucy is Enceinte,” 207-8, 210; on “Lucy Learns to Drive” set, 167; in “Lucy’s Italian Movie,” 164-65, 166; in “Lucy Thinks Ricky Is Trying to Murder Her,” 152; in My Favorite Husband, ii, 4-5, 114-31, 132, 141, 144, 275-77, 279-80; in “No Children Allowed,” 152; Oppenheimer children and, 7; at parties, 203, 213, 214; pregnancy of, 5-6, 136-38, 198-200, 201, 203; publicity shot of, 182; in “Ricky’s Life Story,” 212; salary of, 143; script unperformed by, 249-57; sixth season desired by, 212; son born to, 3, 210-11; “Spider” and, 126, 127; on “The Star Upstairs” set, 216; “Staten Island Ferry” set, 7; talent of, 163-64; temperament of, 119-22; TV set of, 172; 20 percent interest issue and, 148; unhappiness of, 174-75; vaudeville act of, 133, 136; veto power of, 177, 178; in “Vietameatavegamin,” 205, 207

Bal Tabarin (San Francisco), 64
Barker Brothers (firm), 136
Barrymore, John, 97, 100
Bat, The (play), 59-62
Bates School (San Francisco), 17
Behr, Gwen, 92, 94
“Bei Mir Bist Du Schön” (song), 110
Bell, Book and Candle (film), 107
Beloin, Ed, 94
Benaderet, Bea, 36-37, 124-25 141-42, 275, 276
Benny, Jack: F. Allen and, 95; Ball and, 126, 127; Boasberg and, 93-94; Emmy Awards and, 40; Harris and, 88; Paley and, 78; mentioned, 98
Bence, Bob, 49-50
Bergen, Edgar, 65, 95-96, 129, 130
Berlin, Irving, 82
Big Street, The (film), 114
Biow, Milton: Arnaz and, 172-73; demands of, 142-43;
   Feldman and, 145; in Hollywood, 199; purchase by, 141
Biow Agency, 141, 193-94, 198
Blue Monday Jamboree (radio program), 18-19; Doakes and Doakes on, 37-38; “Interviews with Interesting People,” 41-45; “kidley” routine and, 49-51, 56; special effects for,
19-21
Boardman, True
Boasberg, Al, 93-94
Brice, Fanny: Ball and, 117; My Favorite Husband and, 4, 121; portrait of, 112; salary dispute of, 5, 113; Streisand and, 32; writing for, 111-13
Broadhurst Theater (New York), 109
Brown Derby (Hollywood), 98
Burns, George, 68
Burns and Allen (radio program), 124
Burns and Allen (TV program), 136, 142
Bury the Dead (play), 67
Butterworth, Charlie, 88, 89, 95

Caesar, Sid, 107
Cahn, Dann, 157, 158
Cahn, Sammy, 107, 108
Camille (film), 145
Cantor, Eddie, 56
Capitol Records (firm), 106
Capra, Frank, 98
Carroll, Bob, Jr.: “Desi Arnaz and Band with Lucille Ball” and, 133; drafts by, 189, 190-91; first rerun and, 201; 5 percent interest of, 148; “The Freezer,” 181-85, 259-72; idea development by, 180-81; “Lucy Does a TV Commercial” and (Vitameatavegamin), 207, 273-74; Mertz characters and, 141-42; My Favorite Husband and, 117-19, 122, 127-28; pilot script by, 136; pregnancy issue and, 6-7; staff additions and, 186; three-camera shooting and, 157; unperformed script of, 249-57; mentioned, 131, 154, 155, 179, 275-77, 280
Carson, Johnny, 15, 134
CBS Radio Network: The Edgar Bergen Show, 129; Screen Guild Show, 98-99, 100; My Favorite Husband (See My Favorite Husband [radio program]); programs bought by, 78; timing by, 38; Weaver and, 84
CBS Television Network: Amos ’n’ Andy, 142, 143; Arnaz and, 172; audition proposed to, 133, 136; contract
negotiations with, 134, 140, 143, 148; executives of, 159, 160; pregnancy issue and, 3, 5, 6, 198-99; reruns of, 201, 202, 213, 216; syndication by, 188
Chaplin, Ethel, 110
Chaplin, Saul, 110
*Chase and Sanborn Hour* (radio program), 95, 96
*Choon Marie* (ship), 53-54
Christian Science, 30
Coast Guard, 100-102; *Baby Snooks* and, 111, 112; Daniel and, 138, 131; group photograph, 101; Jess in uniform, 140; recruitment for, 107; Coast Guard Band, 133
Coca-Cola Company, 129-30, 131
Cohn, Harry, 109-11
Cohn, Joan, 110
Cole, Nat King, 107
Columbia Broadcasting System. See CBS Radio Network; CBS Television Network
Columbia Pictures Studios, 107, 108, 109-11
Community Center Players, 56-57, 58-62, 65, 67, 75-76
Connecticut Yankees (band), 100
Conried, Hans, 6, 130-31, 275
Cook, Ira, 106, 107
*Cosmopolitan* (periodical), 195
Crawford, Joan, 98
Crosby, Bing, 88
Cuban culture, 173
Cummings, Bob, 15-16
Cuneo, Larry, 154

*Daily Variety* (periodical), 69, 154. See also *Variety* (periodical)
Daniel, Eliot, 102, 138-39, with the U.S. Coast Guard Band, 131; 176
Daniels, Emily, 153, 154
Daniels, Marc: in conference, hiring of, 149; Lyons-Biow visit and, 199; milkman scene and, 188; rehearsal demands of, 152; three-camera shooting and, 157; mentioned, 154
D’Arcy (firm), 129
Davenport, Bill, 114, 117
Davis, Bette, 98
Davis, Joan, 100
Davis, Madelyn Pugh: drafts by, 189, 190-91; first rerun and, 201; 5 percent interest of, 148; “The Freezer,” 181-85, 259-72; idea development by, 180-81; “Lucy Does a TV Commercial” (Vitameatavegamin), 207, 273-274; Mertz characters and, 141-42; My Favorite Husband and, 117-19, 122, 127-28; pilot script by, 136; pregnancy issue and, 6-7; staff additions and, 186; three-camera shooting and, 157; unperformed script by, 249-57; vaudeville act and, 133; “Vitameatavegamin,” 207, 273-74; mentioned, 154, 155, 179, 275-77, 280
Day at the Races, A (play), 74
Dead End Kids (film troupe), 96
Dempsey, Jack, 101
Denning, Richard: anger portrayed by, 122; Benadaret and, 125; introduction for, 115; Radio and Television Life on, 132; reserve of, 126; retakes by, 144; voice of, 275-77, 279
“Desi Arnaz and Band with Lucille Ball” (vaudeville act), 133, 136
“Desilu Playhouse” (General Service Studios), 147
Desilu Productions (firm): AT&T network link and, 161; 50 percent interest of, 134, 143; first rerun and, 202; formation of, 132; Oppenheimer contract with, 148, 178, 212; time demands of, 174; mentioned, 154
Destry Rides Again (film), 99
Devlin, Monsignor, 200
Dietrich, Marlene, 98-99
Disney, Walt, 138
Doakes and Doakes (vaudeville act), 37-38
Don Lee-Columbia Network, 38, 41
“Don’t Go in the Lion’s Cage Tonight” (song), 37, 38
Dorsey, Jimmy, 102
Dorsey, Tommy, 102
Dracula (film), 145
DuBarry Was a Lady (film), 145
Dudley Do-Right (TV program), 130
DuPont, E. A., 145

*Earn Your Vacation* (radio program), 134
*Easter Parade* (film), 91
*Edgar Bergen Show with Charlie McCarthy, The* (radio program), 129, 130-31
Edwards, Ralph, 145
Edward VIII, (king of England), 57
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 3, 205
Eleventh Naval District Coast Guard Band, 102
Emmy Awards, 39-41, 190
*Empress of Japan* (ship), 53
*Evening with Fred Astaire, An* (TV program), 40
Everett, Tom, 78-82

Fairbanks, Douglas, Jr., 196
Fairbanks, Douglas, Sr., 196
*Father Knows Best* (TV program), 39
Feldman, Eddie, 145, 193-94
Ferber, Edna, 69, 71-72
*Fibber McGee and Molly* (radio program), 124
*Fleischmann Hour* (radio program), 100
*Flintstones, The* (TV program), 124
Fonda, Henry, 114
“Fort Taft” (Taft Building), 106
Fox, Frank, 114, 117
Fox, George, 154, 157-58
Francis, Anne, 69
Frankel (proprietor), 54-55
Frawley, William: casting of, 148-49; H. Cohn and, 109-10; at farewell party, 213, 214; *Hollywood Reporter* on, 162; in “Lucy Hires an English Tutor,” 6; Vance and, 171; with Vance on “The Great Train Robbery” set, 218
*Fred Astaire Packard Hour, The*. See *Packard Hour* (radio program)
Freeman, Everett, 111
Freud, Mayfair, 57, 58
Freud, Ralph, 56-58; in *The Bachelor’s Baby*, 63-64; in *The
laughs, luck...and lucy

Bat, 60, 61, 62; criticism by, 68; Oppenheimer family and, 76; writing jobs from, 67
Freund, Karl: close-ups by, 159; in conference, 153; contrast problem and, 158; film career of, 145; Hollywood Reporter on, 194; lighting by, 150, 151; personality of, 146, 151; side cameras and, 151, 152; watching Lucy in makeup, 168; mentioned, 154
Front Page, The (play), 34
Fulton, Robert, 130
Funny Girl (film), 111
Funny Girl (musical), 32

Garden, J. B., 71-72
Gardiner, Reginald, 98
Garland, Judy, 98
General Artists Corporation, 133
General Foods Corporation, 93, 122-23, 126, 133
General Service Studios, 146-47, 148, 152, 154
George Burns and Gracie Allen Show, The (radio program), 124
George Burns and Gracie Allen Show, The (TV program), 136, 142
Germany, 46, 47
Get Smart (TV program), 11
“G.I. Jill” broadcasts, 106
Gobel, George, 15-16
Godfrey, Arthur, 160
Golden Gate Bridge (San Francisco), 65
Golden Gate Theater (San Francisco), 74
Good Earth, The (film), 145
Gorcey, Leo, 96
Gordon, Gale, 124, 125, 141-42, 170, 275, 276
Grauman’s Chinese Theatre (Hollywood), 186
Great Gildersleeve, The (radio program), 124
Great San Francisco Earthquake (1906), 29-30
Great Stock Market Crash (1929), 28
Green, Johnny, 88, 90, 91-92
Green Spot (Victorville), 93
Grier, Jimmy, 102
Griffith Park (Los Angeles), 107, 108-9
*Gulf Screen Guild Show, The* (radio program), 98-99, 100

Hall, Rand, 103
Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 172
“Happiness Boys” (performers), 22
*Happy-Go-Lucky Hour, The* (radio program), 38-39
Harding Golf Course (San Francisco), 107-8
Hare, Billy, 22
Harrington, Tom, 78, 82, **86**
Harris, Phil, 88, 94
Harry (janitor), 36
Hatch, Wilbur, 154
Hausner, Jerry, 131, 136
Hecht, Ben, 34, 69
Hepburn, Katharine, 114
Heredeen, Mildred,
Herman, Woody, 102
Herst, Jerry, 89-90
Hickox, Andrew, 154
“Hillier the Great” (magician), 57
Hitler, Adolf, 47
*Hit Parade* (radio program), 91
Hoffa, Portland, 95
Holden, William, 127, 165
Holliway, Harrison, 34, **42**; “Interviews with Interesting People” and, 41, 43-45; introduction to, 19; “kidley” routine and, 49-50
*Hollywood Mardi Gras* (radio program), 94-95
*Hollywood Reporter* (periodical), 132, **154**; 161-62, 194, 204
*Honeymooners, The* (TV program), 216
Hoover, Herbert, 18
Hope, Bob: Carson and, 15; Crosby and, 88; in *Sorrowful Jones*, 119, 120; Trustees’ Award for, 40; L. White and, 9
Horace (restaurant companion), 85-86
Hudson, Hal, 140, **160**
Hughes, Gordon, 119
“Interviews with Interesting People” (radio program), 41-45
“It’s Music City, Sunset and Vine” (song), 107

Jack Benny Program, The (radio program), 97; Ball and, 126, 127; CBS purchase of, 78; Wilson and, 95
Jacobs, Johnny, 153, 154
Japan, 3, 52-54, 55, 100
“Jayo Viewer” (invention), 204-5, 206
Jellison, Bobby, 188
Jell-O (product), 122-123, 126, 127
Jell-O Program (radio program), 93
Jenkins, Dan, 194
Jessie Bonstell Players, 57
Joe (uncle), 107
Johan van Oldenbarneveldt (ship), 53
Jolson, Al, 96-97
Jones, Ernie, 22
Judgment Day (play), 59, 61
Julius Kahn Playground, 23

Karger, Freddie, 108
Kay Jewelers (firm), 68
Kennedy, Arthur, 69
Kern, Jim, 165
KFRC (radio station), 34, 35-38; former employees of, 84, 124; switchovers by, 38-39, 41. See also Blue Monday Jamboree (radio program)
KHJ (radio station), 38-39
King, Hal, 154, 168
Kobe (Japan), 53-54

La Jolla Playhouse, 149
Lang, Fritz, 145
“Lavender Blue” (song), 138
Lee, Don, 38, 41, 42, 45
Lee, Thomas, 51
Leeds, Martin, 142
LeMond, Bob, 115, 276, 279-80
Levy, Ralph, 136
Lewis, Jerry, 107
Lewis, Ted, 100, 102
Liemert Park (Calif.), 100, 102
Life (periodical), 133
Lifebuoy Program (radio program), 96-97
Life with Luigi (radio program), 121
Lincoln Park (San Francisco), 107-8
Lindbergh, Charles A., 51
Livingstone, Mary, 94
Loesser, Frank, 62-63
Lorre, Peter, 195
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera Company, 62-63
Los Angeles Mirror (newspaper), 197
Lowell High School (San Francisco), 16
Lubitsch, Ernst, 98
Lund, Art, 62-63
Lyons, Alfred E., 198, 199

MacArthur, Charles, 34
MacGuire, Arnold, 35-37
Manzanares, Mercedes, 154, 180
Marconi, Guglielmo, 196
Martin, Dean, 15
Martin, Freddy, 102
Marx, Chico, 74
Marx, Groucho, 74-75
Marx, Harpo, 162
Marx, Maxine, 74
Marx Brothers, 74
Max, Ed, 77
Maxwell, Robert, 102
Mayflower Hotel (Washington), 39
McCarthy, Charlie. See Bergen, Edgar
McCarthy, Joseph, 196
Menjou, Adolphe, 96
Merced Country Club (San Francisco), 107
Mercer, Johnny, 107
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. See MGM
Metropolis (film), 145
M.G.B. (columnist), 79
MGM (firm), 91
Mirror (Los Angeles newspaper), 197
Mishell, Dr., 140-41
Mitchell cameras, 157
Molin, Bud, 157
Montgomery, Robert, 98
Moran, Eddie, 84-86
Morgan, Frank, 98, 99
Morgan, Ken, 153, 154, 194
Morgan, Ralph, 98
Morrow, Bill, 94
Most Happy Fella, The (musical), 62-63
Mother Goose rhymes, 126
Motion Picture Relief Fund, 98
Moulin Rouge (Hollywood), 39, 40-41
Moviola editing machine, 157-58
Mr. and Mrs. Cugat (Rorick), 115
Murphy, George, 98
Music City (firm), 106-7
Musso and Frank’s Grill (Hollywood), 195
My Favorite Husband (radio program), 114-31; audience of, 144; Baby Snooks and, 4-5, 115, 121; first Oppenheimer script for, 115-17, 219-47; last episodes of, 133, 140, 141; “Liz Changes Her Mind,” 181; outtakes from, 279-80; press reviews of, 132; script backlog of, 185; “Selling Dresses,” 183; TV possibilities of, 134; wills episode of, 136; “You Are Theirs” and, 213
My Friend Irma (radio program), 121
“My Time Is Your Time” (song), 100

Naish, J. Carroll, 121
Nasser, Jimmy, 146, 147, 154
NBC Radio Network, 38, 93, 100
NBC Symphony, 102
NBC Television Network: Arnaz-Ball pilot and, 133, 134; promotional program of, 15-16; The Ten Commandments, 68-73; Weaver and, 34, 212; Werner and, 18
Nelson, Frank, 181, 275-76, 277
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company, 66
Nickodell’s Melrose Grotto (Hollywood), 85-86
Nickodell’s restaurant (Hollywood), 197, 200-201
Nielsen ratings, 192, 194
Odets, Clifford, 67
Office of War Information, 106
O’Keefe, Walter, 95
O’Meara, Carroll, 86
Oppenheimer, Estelle Weiss (wife): at farewell party, 213; in
Honolulu, 108; “Jayo Viewer” and, 204; before marriage,
140; marriage of, 107; mother-in-law of, 32; My Favorite Husband and, 119, 121; old clothes and, 181; pregnancies of, 114, 138; sister of, 100; sleep of, 155; son born to, 140-41; time for, 131; vision anecdote and, 105; wrong number and, 113
Oppenheimer, Gregg (son), 7, 140-41
Oppenheimer, James (father), 26-30, 75; driver’s license for,
105; naturalization of, 46-48; radio receivers and, 22, 23
Oppenheimer, Janice (sister): in D.C., 67, 75; dishwashing by, 10; driver’s license for, 105; graduation by, 46;
homecoming of, 56; portrait of, 11; in Singapore, 55;
upset father and, 26-27
Oppenheimer, Joanne (daughter), 7, 113, 131
Oppenheimer, J. Robert (physicist), 196-97
Oppenheimer, Stella (mother): academic concerns of, 16-17;
The Bachelor’s Baby and, 63; bridge job and, 65;
correspondence of, 80; crap earnings and, 24-26; crap table felt supplied by, 23; in D.C., 67; driver’s license for,
104-5; Hollywood move and, 75; homecoming of, 56;
honesty test of, 10-11; KFRC visit and, 20; “kidley” routine and, 50, 51; naturalization records and, 46-47, 181; personality of, 30-33; portrait of, 11; stock sales and,
27, 28
Oppenheimer, The Trunk Man (firm), 28-30
“Oppy Awards,” 213, 214
Oriental Hotel (Kobe), 53
Oscars (Academy Awards), 91, 110, 145, 146
O.W.I. See Office of War Information
Ozzie and Harriet (radio program), 114

Pacific Lighting Gas Supply Company, 27
Packard Hour (radio program): hiring for, 81-82, 94, 97;
Index

*Laughs, Luck...and Lucy*

_Jell-O Program_ and, 93; script review for, 88-89; submissions for, 78-79; summer broadcasts of, 92; writers for, 77, 84
Packard Motor Car Company, 94
Palace Theater (New York), 109
Paley, William, 78
Pangborn, Franklin, 98
Paul, Norman, 11
“Peanuts” (comic strip), 118
Pearce, Al, 38
Pearce, Cal, 38
Pearl Harbor attack (1941), 100
“Pepito” (clown), 2, 133, 136
*Peter Pan* (film), 130
Peterson, Austin, 84, 86
*Petticoat Junction* (TV program), 124
Philip Morris Company, 141, 161, 173, 198, 205, 206
Pugh, Madelyn. See Davis, Madelyn Pugh

Queen of Angels Hospital (Hollywood), 140-41
Quine, Dick, 101, 107

*Radio and Television Life* (periodical), 132
“Radio Rogues” (nightclub act), 64-65
Raffles Hotel (Singapore), 54
Ralph Freud Playhouse (Los Angeles), 58
Rathbone, Basil, 98
RCA Corporation, 145
Robinson, Hubbell, 132
Rodgers, Richard, 172
Rogers, Ginger, 88
Romero, Cesar, 101
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 18
Rorick, Isobel Scott, 115
*Rosalie* (musical), 88
Rosenbloom, Maxie, 100
Ross, Lanny, 95
*Rudy Vallee Program, The* (radio broadcast), 100, 102, 185
Sacramento immigration office, 48
San Francisco Earthquake (1906), 29-30
San Francisco Jewish Community Center. See Community Center Players
San Francisco passport office, 46-47
San Mateo Junior College, 17
Sarnoff, David, 196
Schiller, Bob, 185, 186
Scott, Raymond, 102
Screen Guild Show, The (radio program), 98-99, 100
Screen Guild Theatre (radio program), 99
Screen Writers’ Guild, 2, 139
Scully, Frank, 205
Sealtest (firm), 100, 102
Sechrist, Andy, 90
Shall We Dance (film), 88
Sharpe, Don: Ackerman and, 134; audition proposal of, 133;
   Biow and, 141; Hollywood Reporter on, 194; kinescope carried by, 140;
   My Favorite Husband and, 119, 121-22;
   salary proposal of, 143; mentioned, 154
Sharpe, Jack, 89-90
Shaw, Irwin, 67
Shirley (waitress), 197, 200-201
Show Boat (novel), 69
Sides (receptionist), 78, 81, 83
Silverstein, Charlie, 107
Simon, Al, 145-46, 147, 154, 175
Simpson, Wallis, 57
Sinatra, Frank, 100, 107
Singapore, 52, 54-55
Skelton, Red, 110-11, 162, 190
“So Rare” (song), 89-91
Soria, Dario,
Sorrowful Jones (film), 119, 120
Spars (military auxiliary), 102
Spicer, Earl, 145-46
Stabile, Dick, 101
Stafford, Hanley, 111
*Stage Door* (film), 114
Standard Gas and Electric Company, 27
Stanford-Binet IQ test, 16
Stanford University, 17-18, 34, 46, 49, 104
Stark, Ray, 69, 111, 114
Stauffer, Joe, 78, 81-83
Steinbeck, John, 69, 70
Stewart, Jimmy, 99
Stock Market Crash (1929), 28
Stoloff, Morris, 108
*Strangers When We Meet* (film), 107
Streisand, Barbra, 32
Styne, Jule, 108
Sullivan, Ed, 40
Swallow, John, 96
Sweeten, Claude, 38, 39, 41
*Swing Time* (film), 88

Taft Building (Hollywood), 106
*Tars and Spars* (film), 107, 108
*Ten Commandments, The* (TV program), 68-73
Terman, Lewis, 16, 17, 195
*Texaco Star Theater* (radio program), 96
Thibault, Conrad, 88
Thompson, Maury, 154
Thomas Lee Artist Bureau, 51
“Three Radio Rogues” (nightclub act), 64-65
Thurber, James, 70, 72-73
Times Building (Los Angeles), 111
*Today* (TV program), 34
*Together We Serve* (radio program), 102
Tokyo, 52-53
*Tonight Show* (TV program), 15, 34
Toscanini, Arturo, 102
Truman, Harry S., 205
Trustees’ Award, 40
*Truth or Consequences* (TV program), 145
Laughs, Luck...and Lucy

Twentieth Century (play), 109
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, 138
Tyre, Norman, 148

UCLA Theater Arts Department, 58
Union Carbide Corporation, 27
University of California, 31, 46, 58
University of San Francisco, 17-18
University of Southern California, 104
U.S. Coast Guard. See Coast Guard
U.S. Office of War Information. See Office of War Information

“Vagabond Lover, The” (song), 100
Vallee, Rudy, 100, 102, 105-6, 138, with the U.S. Coast Guard Band, 131
Vance, Vivian: audience view of, 152; casting of, 149; at farewell party, 213, 214; Frawley and, 171; with Frawley on “The Great Train Robbery” set, 218Hollywood Reporter on, 162; in “Lucy Hires an English Tutor,” 6
Van Nostrand, Jack, 86
Variety (film), 145
Variety (periodical), 121, 133, 161, 205. See also Variety (periodical)
Voice of the Turtle (play), 149, 171
Von Zell, Harry, 86

Waiting for Lefty (play), 67
Wallichs, Glenn, 106
Waring, Fred, 102
Waves (military auxiliary), 102
Wayne, John, 186
Way We Were, The (film), 111
Weaver, Sylvester L., Jr. (“Pat”), 34, 84, 122, 212
Weede, Robert, 62-63
Weiskopf, Bob, 185-186
Weiss, Estelle. See Oppenheimer, Estelle Weiss (wife)
Werner, Marty, 106
Werner, Mort, 18-20, 34, 56, 106, 107
Western Union Corporation, 47
White, Francia, 88
White, Lester, 9
Whiteman, Paul, 102
“Who Knows” (song), 88
Wilmington Patrol Base (Los Angeles), 100, 102, 104
Wilson, Don, 95
Wizard of Oz, The (film), 98
Wolfe, Nat, 86
Wood, Trudy, 88
World of Suzie Wong, The (film), 107

“You Are Theirs” (revue), 213
Young, Loretta, 98
Young, Robert, 39, 40-41
Young and Rubicam (firm), 77, 106; application to, 78-81;
Christmas party of, 86; General Foods and, 93; The Gulf
Screen Guild Show and, 98; hiring by, 81-82; Hollywood
Mardi Gras and, 94; KFRC veterans with, 84; My
Favorite Husband and, 122-23; night work for, 104; pilot
proposed by, 133; teletype machine of, 87
“You Time Is My Time” (song), 100
Your Tropical Trip (radio program), 134, 276
Yucca Loma (ranch), 92-93, 94

Ziegfeld Theatre (New York), 39-40